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Understanding selection’s impact on the genome is a major theme in biol-1

ogy. Functionally-neutral genetic regions can be affected indirectly by natural2

selection, via their statistical association with genes under direct selection.3

The genomic extent of such indirect selection, particularly across loci not4

physically linked to those under direct selection, remains poorly understood,5

as does the time scale at which indirect selection occurs. Here we use field ex-6

periments and genomic data to show that widespread statistical associations7

with genes known to affect fitness in stick insects, deer mice and stickleback8

fish cause many genetic loci across the genome to be impacted indirectly by9

selection. We then show that statistical associations with other, unknown10

causal variants make aspects of evolution more predictable in stick insects.11

Thus, natural selection combines with chance genetic associations to affect12

genome-wide evolution across linked and unlinked loci and even in modest-13

sized populations.14

Evolution is best understood for single traits and genes, such as the Ectodysplasin15

gene controlling lateral plates in stickleback fish [1], the Agouti gene controlling coat16

color in mice [2], and Cortex, which controls wing coloration in moths and butterflies17

[3]. The effects of selection on such traits and genes can, in theory, be transmitted to18

other (i.e., not directly selected) correlated genetic regions across the genome [4, 5, 6, 7].19

Thus, even functionally neutral genetic regions can experience selection indirectly due20

to statistical association (i.e., linkage disequilibrium, LD) with selected regions (Fig. 1).21

There is increasing evidence that many traits are polygenic [8, 9] such that adaptation22

often involves selection on many regions of the genome, as documented in rabbits, cichlid23

fish, great-tits, Rhagoletis flies, and Arabidopsis [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In such cases, the24

indirect effects of selection could be even more pervasive.25

Studies of molecular evolution in flies, humans and other organisms have shown that26

much of the genome can be impacted by indirect selection [15, 16, 17]. For example,27

correlations across the genome between genetic diversity and recombination provide evi-28

dence of widespread background selection [18, 19, 20], and frequent selective sweeps have29

been documented in Drosophila [21, 22]. However, such analyses of molecular evolution30

average over long periods of time, and thus it remains unclear whether indirect selection31

is pervasive on shorter time scales, such as generations or decades (but see, e.g., [23, 24]).32

Our best evidence for short-term genetic consequences of selection comes from studies33

of ecologically important traits determined by one or a few genes, such as in finches,34

stickleback, and mice [25, 26, 27, 28]. Strong selection on such traits can have important35

immediate evolutionary and ecological consequences [29, 30], but it is unclear if this af-36

fects few or many regions of the genome. Thus, the extent and genome-wide consequences37

of indirect selection on short to moderate time scales are poorly understood. This makes38

our understanding of evolution incomplete because the genomic distribution of selection39
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affects the dynamics of adaptation and speciation, and the predictability of evolution.40

Indeed, indirect selection could have notable effects on the short-term predictability of41

evolution (e.g., the direction of allele frequency change), even if it does not increase the42

magnitude of per-generation change much beyond genetic drift alone. Finally, the ge-43

nomic consequences of selection have implications for many evolutionary applications,44

such as demographic and phylogenetic inference, which often assume neutrality [31, 32].45

Elucidating the consequences of selection on the genome is challenging because most46

genetic regions are affected by multiple factors, whose contributions are difficult to iso-47

late without experimental approaches [33]. For example, the LD that mediates indirect48

selection is affected by past selection, recombination, chance in finite populations (i.e.,49

genetic drift), and population structure [34]. Specifically, genetic drift and population50

structure can generate widespread LD, even among unlinked loci on different chromo-51

somes. In terms of drift, LD arises when combinations of alleles are over-represented52

by chance. The effect of structure is commonly considered in genome-wide association53

mapping studies, where even structure within populations sometimes generates sufficient54

LD to confound genotype-phenotype associations if not properly controlled for [35, 36].55

Thus, although facilitated by chromosomal linkage, we stress that LD (a statistical asso-56

ciation) is distinct from physical linkage (a physical feature of genomes). Consequently,57

the effects of indirect selection may extend beyond loci physically-linked to those under58

direct selection.59

Studies using whole genomes from many individuals and experimental approaches60

are thus now necessary to understand the potentially complex interplay of factors that61

shape genome-wide evolution. Here, we determine the genome-wide effects of selection62

by analyzing 491 whole-genome sequences from experimental populations of stick insects.63

We specifically test two competing hypotheses: (i) indirect selection caused by LD with64

causal variants is limited to a few regions of the genome, and (ii) indirect selection caused65

by LD with causal variants is widespread across the genome. The basis for the relatively66

untested widespread indirect selection hypothesis is that, especially in small or moderate-67

sized populations experiencing polygenic selection, sufficient stochastic LD arises by drift68

for many or even all single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to exhibit non-trivial LD69

with at least one causal variant under selection (Fig. 1). If this occurs, direct selection70

will be indirectly transmitted to many SNPs across the genome via LD. In reality, the71

hypotheses posed here form a continuum where a larger number of indirectly selected72

loci lend greater support to the widespread indirect selection hypothesis. We focus on73

the Timema stick insect system, but show the generality of our results by additional74

re-analysis of field transplant experiments in mice and stickleback fish [28, 37].75
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Results76

Study system and measuring survival77

Our focal organism is the wingless, herbivorous stick insect Timema cristinae. This78

species is endemic to southern California and exhibits green, green-striped, and melanis-79

tic body color morphs (Fig. 2A). This system has two key features that make it amenable80

to testing hypotheses concerning the genomic impact of selection. First, the three morphs81

are genetically-controlled and known to be subject to strong natural selection [38, 39].82

This includes selection for crypsis on the leaves and stems of the host-plants Adenos-83

toma fasciculatum and Ceanothus spinosus, and negative frequency-dependent selection.84

Moreover, the 10 megabase (Mbp) region on linkage group 8 (LG8) that controls color85

(Mel-Stripe locus hereafter) exhibits heterosis [40]. Thus, past evidence for selection sets86

up a clear expectation for selection on Mel-Stripe, predicted to impact the genetic loci in87

LD with this locus. There is potential at least for selection on other traits and genomic88

regions as well, given past evidence for population divergence in body size, host pref-89

erence, cuticular hydrocarbons and subtle genome-wide differentiation [41, 42]. Second,90

controlled mark-recapture experiments are possible to estimate survival, and thus the91

effects of selection on Mel-Stripe and genome wide.92

We leverage such an experiment here, in which past work reported evidence for se-93

lection on genetic regions associated with color and also other loci, with details that var-94

ied with elevation (i.e., microclimate) differences among the transplant sites [43]. This95

past work thus provides evidence for selection but considered only a small subset of the96

genome using genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) data and lacked a well-assembled refer-97

ence genome. Consequently, how much of the genome was indirectly affected by selection98

because of LD and the extent to which LD occurred between linked versus unlinked loci99

is unknown. Here, we use whole-genome sequences to estimate indirect selection in the100

experiment. Experimental details are as follows. In 2011, we collected 500 T. cristinae101

from a single population (4.51753◦N, 119.80125◦W, named FHA), where the dominant102

host is Adenostoma and all individuals were collected from this host [43]. A tissue sam-103

ple was taken from each insect, with 491 used successfully for whole genome sequencing.104

These individuals were then deployed in a mark-recapture experiment, with 50 insects105

transplanted onto each of 10 experimental plants (five Adenostoma and five Ceanothus).106

Our experiment focused on short-term survival in adult and penultimate instar Timema,107

which tend to live for ∼1-3 weeks in the field [43] and on which predation by birds is a108

major source of selective mortality [38]. Thus, after eight days, we recaptured surviving109

stick insects to quantify genome-wide allele frequency change between release and recap-110

ture, and thus test for selection. Notably, past work has shown that recapture is a good111

proxy for survival, due to the limited dispersal ability of these wingless insects [38].112

The results presented in the main text focus on ∼7 million single nucleotide poly-113

morphism (SNPs) from whole-genome sequence data from 246 T. cristinae transplanted114
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to Adenostoma [39]. This approach focuses on survival in a natural habitat, as exem-115

plified by studies of Darwin’s finches and other birds [44, 45], and thus avoids effects of116

transplantation to a novel host. The results in the main text are thus based on allele-117

frequency change and LD in this experimental population of 246 individuals, which is118

representative of deme sizes of T. cristinae in nature [46], but also sufficiently finite to119

allow for stochastic LD to arise among unlinked loci via random sampling and pairing120

of gametes. Thus, our design realistically embodied how selection acts in this species,121

and others living in heterogeneous or patchy environments. We present complementary122

and largely parallel results based on 245 T. cristinae transplanted to Ceanothus in the123

Supplementary Material (Supplementary Text and Supplementary Figures S1-S3).124

Many genetic regions are affected by indirect selection via the125

Mel-Stripe locus126

We begin with an illustrative example of the potential for indirect selection focused on the127

Mel-Stripe locus, which exhibits multiple previous lines of evidence for selection including128

in the specific experiment analyzed here [40, 39]. This serves as a proof-of-concept of129

indirect selection using a single directly-selected locus, on which we subsequently expand130

to consider genome-wide selection. In this context, we focus on whether substantial131

LD with Mel-Stripe is limited to SNPs near the locus on LG8, or extends to distant132

SNPs including those on other chromosomes. We thus estimated LD as the coefficient133

of determination between Mel-Stripe genotype (determined from a principal components134

analysis of SNPs within the Mel-Stripe locus) and genotype estimates for each of ∼7135

million genome-wide SNPs (Supplementary Figure S4). As expected, we observed an136

excess of high LD between Mel-Stripe and individual SNPs in or near Mel-Stripe (Fig.137

2B). However, numerous SNPs on other chromosomes also exhibited high LD with Mel-138

Stripe. For example, 64 SNPs on eight chromosomes other than LG8 showed LD > 0.1,139

and LD was small but decidedly non-zero (i.e., > 0.01) for 183,675 non-LG8 SNPs (∼3%140

of all SNPs). Thus, direct selection on a single locus (i.e.,Mel-Stripe) combined with long-141

range LD necessarily induces a degree of indirect selection across the 13 chromosomes in142

the T. cristinae genome; below, we show that this hypothesized indirect selection does143

indeed occur.144

Generality of results145

To verify that such patterns were not unique to our specific stick insect data set, we tested146

for genome-wide LD between SNPs and a putative causal variant in two additional, in-147

dependent data sets from two other organisms (see the Supplementary Materials for148

details). First, we used genomic data from a field enclosure experiment involving crypti-149

cally colored populations of deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) transplanted to light or150

dark-soil enclosures [28]. In this experiment, 481 deer mice were collected and released151
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in light-soil (N = 217) or dark-soil (N = 229) field-enclosures where they were subject152

to natural selection. Previous analyses of this experiment combined with genetic ma-153

nipulations showed that a deletion (∆Ser) within the Agouti gene affected the color of154

these mice and causally affected fitness (i.e., was subject to direct selection). We found155

evidence that SNPs across the genome were associated with the ∆Ser genotype in both156

experimental populations (Fig. 3A,B). LD exceeded ∼0.04 for the 1% of SNPs most as-157

sociated with ∆Ser in each population, and these high-LD SNPs were distributed across158

all 23 autosomes and the X chromosome. Moreover, about 20% of SNPs were in LD with159

∆Ser to a non-trivial extent (i.e., r2 > 0.01 for 20.0% and 23.0% of SNPs in the light-soil160

and dark-soil experimental populations, respectively).161

Second, we analyzed genetic data from an experimental field population of threespine162

stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) [37]. The experiment uncovered a single QTL for163

fitness (offspring number), with the peak signal associated with a SNP on chromosome 4164

near the Eda locus (position 12,815,024), a gene known to affect bony armor and fitness165

[1, 27, 47]. We treated this SNP as the putative causal locus, and quantified LD between166

this QTL marker and each of 387 additional genome-wide SNPs in the set of 224 F2167

females. LD between SNPs and the QTL marker was exceptionally high for most SNPs168

on chromosome 4 (Fig. 3C). However, we also detected LD between the QTL marker169

and SNPs on other chromosomes (Fig. 3C,D). For example, LD with the QTL marker170

exceeded ∼0.04 for about 10% of SNPs and exceeded 0.01 for 29% of SNPs, representing171

1% and 22% respectively, of such SNPS not on chromosome 4. Together, these results172

show that widespread indirect selection has the potential to occur on short times scales173

not just in stick insects but in these mice and fish populations as well. This finding174

was not a point noted by either of the original studies [28, 37]. Similar to the case with175

Mel-Stripe in T. cristinae, these results show that direct selection on a single locus may176

cause substantial indirect selection on other loci in the genome.177

The genome is affected by indirect selection because of and in-178

dependent from Mel-Stripe179

Having documented patterns of LD that would lead to indirect selection, we next quan-180

tified the total extent of selection across the genome during the T. cristinae field exper-181

iment. To do this, we used a Bayesian model to estimate the total strength of selection182

(i.e., direct plus indirect) experienced by each SNP from its association with survival while183

accounting for the effects of genetic drift (this is akin to genetically mapping survival with184

effects equal to selection differentials). Because the overwhelming majority of SNPs are185

unlikely to causally affect fitness (but see [9]), these estimates of total selection should186

mostly reflect indirect selection. This analysis revealed that different alleles at loci were187

on average associated with a 11% difference in relative survival probabilities (i.e., a mean188

difference in marginal fitness or selection differential of 11%, i.e., |ŝ| = 0.11, 1st quartile189

= 0.049, 3rd quartile = 0.17) (Supplementary Figure S5). Notably, because of genetic190
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drift, there was substantial uncertainty in these estimates (i.e., 90% credible intervals on191

s excluded 0 for only 135,447 or 2% of SNPs). Still, for ∼2 million SNPs (i.e., ∼29%),192

the odds-ratio for non-zero total selection, defined as xi

1−xi

where xi = 2|Pr(si > 0)−0.5|,193

exceeded 1. Thus, largely because of indirect selection, many genome-wide SNPs were194

likely impacted to some extent by selection. LD with Mel-Stripe explained about 0.6%195

of the variation in the selection detected (linear regression, n = 7,243,463, P < 1×10−15,196

r2 = 0.006). Thus, LD with Mel-Stripe likely caused some indirect selection representing197

the realization of a portion of the potential for deterministic genomic change at unliked198

SNPs in response to selection at a specific target locus. However, other sources of direct199

selection are necessary to explain the documented patterns of indirect selection.200

Genome-wide LD predicts indirect selection201

We thus hypothesized that the genomically widespread indirect selection documented202

above was not solely caused by LD with Mel-Stripe, but rather also by LD with other, un-203

known causal variants. To test this hypothesis, we asked whether LD between SNPs and204

expected fitness (i.e., survival probability) predicted the total selection experienced by205

each SNP. The analytical procedure we used to address this question involved three steps:206

(1) estimate expected fitness of each individual stick insect using genomic prediction, (2)207

quantify how strongly each of the ∼7 million SNPs was statistically associated with ex-208

pected fitness at the organism level, and (3) test whether the strength of the expected209

fitness relationship from (2) (an estimate of indirect selection) predicts independent esti-210

mates of total selection on each SNP (as described in the previous paragraph)(Fig. 4A).211

Such predictive power would be expected if our estimates total selection mostly reflect212

indirect selection, and thus this procedure also serves as a semi-independent validation213

of our estimates of total selection above.214

Thus, we first estimated expected fitness (i.e., survival probabilities) based on the ∼7215

million SNPs and an ABC model of direct selection on (unknown) causal variants. This216

approach is similar to polygenic genomic prediction methods with fitness as the predicted217

phenotype and direct selection being analogous to marker-associated phenotypic effects218

[48]. Importantly, the ABC genomic prediction approach accounts for the effects and219

patterns of LD for the (unknown) causal variants, while also modeling uncertainty in220

the identity of causal variants and their effects on fitness. In other words, the genomic221

predictions of expected fitness numerically integrate over uncertainty in the number of222

locations of causal variants. The ABC model had modest predictive power. Specifically,223

cross-validation showed that our model outperformed a null model, reducing errors for224

predicting survival by 19% (error rate for null model = 37%, error rate for fit model =225

30%, 0.37−0.30

0.37
= 0.19 or 19%, P < 0.001)(Fig. 4B).226

Having obtained genomic predictions of expected fitness, we next estimated the sta-227

tistical association between the genotype at each of the ∼7 million SNPs and these228

fitness estimates. We summarized the strength of this association between SNP geno-229
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types and expected fitness using the coefficient of determination from linear regression230

(r2)(Fig. 4A). Then for the aforementioned third step in our procedure, we found that231

the strength of association between SNP genotypes and expected fitness was strongly232

explained by our estimates of total selection (Pearson r for log-odds of selection = 0.447,233

95% CIs = 0.447-0.448, P < 0.0001)(Fig. 4C). Thus, LD among (unknown) causal vari-234

ants and genome-wide SNPs, as captured by the association between SNPs and genomic235

predictions of fitness, predicts the selection experienced by SNPs during the experiment236

about 22× better than does LD with Mel-Stripe (i.e., r2 = 0.22 versus 0.01). This result237

lends support to the widespread indirect selection hypothesis.238

Consequences of indirect selection compared to random mortal-239

ity240

We next asked whether the documented patterns of indirect selection led to different pat-241

terns of short-term genomic change than would be expected with random mortality (pure242

drift). This was done to both assess the genomic consequences of indirect selection and243

to determine whether our results were expected under a null model of random mortality.244

We did this by generating and analyzing 10 data sets identical to our own, but with245

survival randomized across individuals within each experimental block (host plant) (we246

limited our analyses to 10 randomized data sets because of the very large computational247

burden of running these analyses). We found that the magnitude of genome-wide allele248

frequency change for the observed and randomized data sets were very similar, with a249

mean absolute change of ∼0.009 and 95th percentile change of ∼0.026 in all cases. Like-250

wise, the distribution of inferred total selection differentials were nearly identical (i.e., |ŝ|251

= 0.11 for the observed and each randomized data set, with credible evidence of selection252

impacting ∼130,000 SNPs in each data set).253

However, the observed and randomized data sets differed in a notable way. Specifi-254

cally, the extent to which estimates of total selection were correlated with the strength of255

statistical association between each SNP and genomic predictions of expected fitness was256

higher for the observed data (r = 0.447 and 0.466 for the Adenostoma and Ceanothus host257

treatments, respectively) than for any of the randomized data sets (r̄ = 0.249, minimum258

r = 0.214, maximum r = 0.316, P = 2

11
× 1

10
= 0.018). Consequently, these associations259

with genomic predictions of expected fitness explained 22% of the variation in total se-260

lection for the observed data, but only 4-9% of the variation in the random mortality261

data sets. This provides evidence that the documented change reflects a contribution262

from indirect selection, even if selection did not increase the magnitude of short-term263

genomic change compared to drift. Because selection adds a deterministic component to264

evolution, this necessarily increases the extent to which short-term evolutionary change is265

predictable. In contrast to random drift, this includes prediction of the direction of allele266

frequency change at each SNP (i.e., neutral alleles positively associated with beneficial267

alleles or expected fitness can be expected to increase in frequency).268
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Physical linkage and effects of local LD in the experiment269

We have shown that LD among genome-wide SNPs likely resulted in SNPs across the270

genome being impacted by selection, which necessarily makes the short-term direction271

of evolutionary change for these SNPs more predictable. However, long-range LD is272

readily broken down by the independent assortment of chromosomes and recombination273

(i.e., with independent assortment, LD decays by half each generation). Thus, long-274

range LD is not expected to predict evolution over longer time scales. In contrast, LD275

among physically-linked loci (local LD hereafter) can be more persistent and thus lead276

to predictable patterns of indirect selection over time.277

Thus, we next quantified the contribution of “local” LD to indirect selection during278

the transplant experiment. Local LD pertains to sets of contiguous and physically-linked279

SNPs, rather than individual SNPs. We consequently turn our attention now to window-280

based analyses that better reflect the consequences of local LD than do analyses of281

individual SNPs. We used a Hidden-Markov Model (HMM) approach to delimit windows282

with elevated LD relative to the genomic background, and did the same for elevated total283

selection (Fig. 5A,B). As predicted by effects of local LD, genomic regions (windows) with284

higher local LD at the onset of the experiment exhibited greater evidence of selection285

(Pearson correlation between logit mean r2 LD and the mean log-odds of selection for each286

window, r = 0.23, CI = 0.23-0.24, P < 0.0001, n = 143,800 windows) (Supplementary287

Figure S6). Notably, the strength of this correlation was greater than for any of the 10288

data sets with randomized mortality (mean Pearson correlation r = 0.18, maximum =289

0.21, P = 1/11 = 0.09). Thus, both local and long-range LD contributed to indirect290

selection during the T. cristinae experiment.291

Discussion292

Understanding the impact of selection on the genome is important for understanding293

adaptation, speciation, genome evolution, and eco-evolutionary dynamics. Our results,294

and related work on linked selection discussed in the introduction [18, 19, 49, 21, 15, 16,295

20, 17, 22, 32], show that functionally neutral loci in many regions of the genome can296

be affected by selection. Specifically, many of the ∼7 million SNPs we analyzed were297

likely affected by indirect selection during our relatively brief experiment. Indeed, our298

results demonstrate indirect selection affecting SNPs on all 13 T. cristinae chromosomes299

even when considering only selection on Mel-Stripe, a major locus known to affect color300

pattern and fitness [39, 50]. Such widespread indirect selection is not unique to the T.301

cristinae system, but is a near mathematical certainty in any finite population subject302

to selection. Indeed, we conducted additional new genomic analyses of field experiments303

involving field mice and stickleback fish that demonstrate widespread indirect selection304

similar to that seen in the stick insects (see Supplementary Material and [28, 37]). Thus,305

widespread indirect selection is not limited to linked loci and the long time scales of306
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molecular evolution (e.g., [15, 16, 17]), but is also prevalent among unlinked loci and on307

very short time scales, operating even within a single generation.308

Nonetheless, our results also show that genetic drift caused by random mortality can309

mirror many of the genomic patterns detected in our analyses. For example, simulated310

random mortality caused nearly identical average allele frequency change and associated311

estimates of total selection. Perhaps this is not surprising, as the intensity of genomic312

change with ∼70% mortality (as occurred in our experiment) should be similar regardless313

of the specific individuals that live or die, and genotypes at many loci will be statistically314

associated with realized fitness (survival) even when mortality is random. This conclusion315

assumes that overall mortality is not higher when selection occurs (i.e., that selection316

is “soft”) [51, 52]. If instead selection results in increased mortality (not just genotype-317

specific mortality), total genomic change and estimates of selection should be higher than318

they would be in the absence of selection [53]. Moreover, we have convincing evidence319

of phenotypic selection in the T. cristinae experiment, and consequently the genomic320

change we documented necessarily includes indirect selection (i.e., mortality was not321

random but depended on color pattern) [43], and our results did differ from expectations322

based on random mortality in a few ways, such as (i) an increased association between323

estimates of total selection and the extent to which SNPs were statistically associated324

with genomic predictions of expected fitness, and (ii) an enhanced association between325

local LD and genomic windows of elevated total selection. These findings suggest that it326

is easier to explain or predict the targets of indirect selection than to explain or predict327

which loci will change the most by drift alone. Still, fully realizing this potential to328

predict contemporary evolutionary change is not a trivial task, but rather would require329

a good understanding of the nature of selection, patterns of LD, and the genetic basis of330

relevant trait variation [54].331

With the above caveats and considerations in mind, our results have implications for332

three general themes in biology: (1) the role of deterministic versus stochastic processes333

in evolution, (2) the predictability of evolution, and (3) the dynamics of adaptation and334

speciation. In terms of determinism and chance, indirect selection via long-range LD335

reflects a combination of each. There is a stochastic component to indirect selection that336

is similar to the chance role mutation plays in theories of hitchhiking and genetic draft337

[55]. However, conditional on patterns of LD, indirect selection is a deterministic process.338

Thus, our results support a role for conditional determinism in short-term evolution and339

provide a demonstration that evolution is simultaneously stochastic and deterministic.340

Concerning predictability, the direction and magnitude of change at functionally neutral341

alleles can be predicted from LD and direct selection, although local LD is more likely342

to generate longer-term predictions about genetic differentiation, as demonstrated in343

flycatchers, butterflies, and other taxa [56, 57]. This is because local LD decays much344

more slowly than long-range genome-wide LD. Still, even LD between loci on different345

chromosomes only decays by 50% each generation, making predictions across several346

generations possible provided selection pressures and gene interactions remain consistent.347

In terms of adaptation, theory predicts that selection is more efficient and selective348
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sweeps more frequent in large populations. Our results do not contradict this, but do349

argue that chance long-range LD will cause more of the genome to be affected by indirect350

selection in smaller populations. Thus, selection in large populations is focused and351

efficient, whereas in small populations the effects of selection are more widespread but352

diffuse. Indeed, one way to view the effects of indirect selection for physically unliked353

genes in small populations is that across generations it generates a genome wide reduction354

in effective population size that can add to that of genetic drift alone. This is true even if355

the direction of selection fluctuates in space or time, and this effect should be enhanced if356

selection is accompanied by increased mortality or reduced fecundity (i.e., when selection357

is hard and maladaptation reduces population size). In sum, our collective results suggest358

that indirect selection is not simply a statistical nuisance that frustrates attempts to find359

individual genes under direct selection. Rather, indirect selection is a critical component360

of both short-term and longer-term processes that shape genome-wide evolution and361

generate biodiversity.362

Methods363

Field release-recapture experiment364

In 2011, we collected 500 T. cristinae from a single population (4.51753◦N, 119.80125◦W,365

named FHA), where the dominant host is Adenostoma and all individuals were collected366

from this host [43]. A small tissue sample (i.e., a portion of one leg) was taken from367

each insect using sterile scissors. Past work has shown no effect of such tissue sampling368

on survival in the field or lab [43]. These individuals were then deployed in a mark-369

recapture experiment, with ∼50 insects transplanted onto each of 10 experimental plants370

(five Adenostoma and five Ceanothus) (see [43] for details). After eight days, surviving371

stick insects were collected to quantify genome-wide allele frequency change between372

release and recapture, and thus test for selection.373

DNA sequence alignment, variant calling and genotype estima-374

tion for the experiment375

Whole genome DNA sequence data for individuals from this experiment were described376

in [42, 39], where data was successfully obtained for 491 of the 500 transplanted in-377

sects. For the current study, we aligned the whole genome DNA sequence data from378

each of these 491 T. cristinae to the T. cristinae reference genome (version 1.3) us-379

ing the bwa (version 07.10-r789) mem algorithm, and then used samtools (version 1.5)380

to compress, sort and index the alignments, and to remove PCR duplicates [58]. We381

then used the GATKHaplotypeCaller and GenotypeGVCFs modules (version 3.5) to call382
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variants and calculate genotype likelihoods [59]. After filtering SNPs, we obtained max-383

imum likelihood estimates of allele frequencies for all experimental samples using an384

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, as described in [60] and implemented in our385

own C++ program, estpEM [42]. We then used these allele frequency estimates and the386

genotype likelihoods from GATK to calculate empirical Bayesian genotype estimates. See387

the Methods section of the Supplementary Material for additional details.388

Testing for indirect selection associated with Mel-Stripe389

Following [39], we defined the Mel-Stripe color locus as spanning 4.1 Mbps on scaffold390

∼702.1 and ∼6.4 Mbps on the adjacent scaffold 128, both on linkage group 8 (LG8). This391

is a large, complex structural variant that includes a ∼10 Mbp putative inversion and392

∼1 Mbp deletion [61, 50]. As in past work [40], we inferred each individual’s Mel-Stripe393

genotype from patterns of clustering in principle components analysis (PCA) space [62].394

We then measured pairwise LD between each of the ∼7 million SNPs and the Mel-Stripe395

locus as the square of the correlation between genotypes [63]. See the Methods section396

of the Supplementary Material for additional details.397

Estimating total selection398

We next inferred the total selection experienced by each of the ∼7 million SNPs. Here,399

total selection reflects the combined effects of direct and indirect selection as captured by400

differences in marginal fitness (expected fitness averaged across genetic backgrounds) of401

genotypes at each SNP locus. Because we assume most SNPs do not causally effect fitness402

in the short-term experiment (but see [9]), we equate total selection with indirect selection403

for simplicity. We used a Bayesian approach to estimate total selection on each SNP while404

accounting for genetic drift. Information for this inference comes from mortality in the405

experiment and patterns of allele frequency change. We describe the model and the406

procedure for fitting the model in the Methods section of the Supplementary Material.407

Quantifying LD between SNPs and expected fitness408

We asked whether the strength of the association (i.e., LD) between SNPs and genomic409

predictions of expected fitness could explain how strongly each SNP was impacted by410

indirect selection in the experiment. As noted in the main text, this involved three steps:411

(1) estimate expected fitness of each individual stick insect from our polygenic genomic412

prediction model, (2) quantify how strongly each of the ∼7 million SNPs was statistically413

associated with expected fitness at the organism level, (3) test whether the strength of414

the SNP-expected fitness relationship predicts independent estimates of total selection415

on each SNP.416
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We generated genomic predictions of expected fitness using an approximate Bayesian417

computation (ABC) framework based on survival and genotype data from the sequenced418

SNPs for the 246 individuals transplanted to the five Adenostoma bushes (see Supple-419

mentary Analyses and Results in the Supplementary Material for our complementary420

analysis of the Ceanothus treatment). The approach is similar to polygenic genome-wide421

association methods commonly used for genomic prediction of phenotypes [64, 48]. Our422

specific method is tailored to our data and thus has the added benefits of allowing for423

variation in absolute fitness among transplant sites, directly modeling the experimental424

design, and treating survival explicitly as a binary phenotype. We describe the model425

and the procedure for fitting the model in the Methods section of the Supplementary426

Material.427

We then fit linear regression models with expected fitness as the response variable428

and genotype at each SNP (one SNP at a time) as the independent variable. Lastly, we429

computed the Pearson correlation between the r2 association of each SNP with expected430

fitness and the evidence that each SNP experienced selection. See the Methods section431

of the Supplementary Material for additional details.432

Cross-validation to test performance of the genomic prediction433

model434

We used cross-validation to quantify the predictive power of the genomic prediction ABC435

model given our data set. To do this, we ran an additional 400 million simulations with436

the computer program described in the preceding section. However, in each simulation437

80% of individuals were assigned to a training set, with the other 20% assigned to a test438

set. The training set was used to fit the model, and the test set allowed us to test the439

model on data not used for model fitting. Assignments to test versus training sets were440

random, and differed across simulations. See the Methods section of the Supplementary441

Material for additional details.442

Measuring LD and selection in windows443

To capture local (rather than long range) patterns of LD and selection, we calculated444

the average LD and total (mostly indirect) selection in contiguous regions (windows) of445

the genome. For LD, we calculated the mean LD (measured by the squared genotypic446

correlation, r2) for all pairs of SNPs in 10 kilobase pair(kbp) windows along each genome447

scaffold (i.e., windows never spanned multiple scaffolds). We then fit discrete state,448

homogeneous hidden Markov models (HMMs) to delineate large-scale, contiguous regions449

of the genome with elevated LD or total selection (as in [65]). We fit the HMM for total450

selection similarly. See the Methods section of the Supplementary Material for additional451

details.452
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Analyses of randomized data sets453

We repeated the main analyses described above with 10 randomized data sets. This was454

done to simulate and analyze cases of pure drift (random mortality) to compare to our455

observed data, and thereby to determine which of the documented patterns would be456

expected in the absence of selection. For each data set, we permuted survival among457

the 246 T. cristinae released on the five Adenostoma bushes. Permutations were only458

done within bushes (blocks) to retain bush-specific mortality rates. We then conducted459

analyses of selection during the experiment for each of the 10 random mortality data sets460

exactly as described for the observed data. Thus, these analyses used the same genotypic461

data, but simply differed in the specific individuals that lived and died.462
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of direct versus indirect selection. Panel (A) shows how
sampling error (i.e., genetic drift) can generate long-range LD. Here, random sampling
from a gene pool results in some multilocus genotype combinations being over-represented
(i.e., statistically associated) in a population. Boxes denote the locations of three genetic
loci, with filled-in boxes indicating the allele favored by selection (red) or in LD with the
favored, causal variant (orange). Panel (B) illustrates how direct selection and LD cause
indirect selection. A population is shown before and after selection (and, for simplicity,
before any reproduction). The ‘X’s thus denote individuals that died. Selective mortality
results in fixation of the favored allele, and also an increase in the frequency of the
associated, functionally-neutral alleles. In this example, the effects of association include
one allele on a different chromosome than the causal variant.
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Figure 2: Timema cristinae morphs and empirical evidence of selection in the transplant
experiment. Panel (A) depicts green unstriped, green striped and melanistic morphs,
which are determined by the Mel-Stripe locus. Panel (B) shows linkage disequilibrium
(LD) (measured as r2) between genome-wide SNPs and the Mel-Stripe locus. Only the
1% of SNPs exhibiting the greatest LD are shown. Colors denote whether SNPs fall
within (red) or outside of (dark gray) the Mel-Stripe locus.
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Figure 3: Plots show linkage disequilibrium (LD) (measured as r2) in deer mice (A,B)
and threespine stickleback (C,D). Panels (A) and (B) show LD between genome-wide
SNPs and the ∆Ser mutation in Agouti in deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus). Points
denote each of ∼50 thousand SNPs; SNPs most strongly associated with ∆Ser are shown
in green (top 1%), other SNPs are shown in gray. The location of the ∆Ser mutation is
denoted by a vertical red line. Panels (A) and (B) show results for the light-soil (N =
217) and dark-soil enclosures (N = 229), respectively. Drawings by Rosa Ribas depict
dark and light deer mice phenotypes. Panels (C) and (D) show LD between 387 SNPs
and a QTL marker near the eda locus in threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus).
SNPs most strongly associated with the QTL markers are shown with green points (top
10%), and other SNPs are denoted by gray points. The location of the QTL marker
is denoted by a vertical red line. Panel (C) is based on all SNPs, whereas panel (D)
excludes SNPs on chromosome 4 (the vertical axis scale differs between these panels).
Drawings by Rosa Ribas depict marine and freshwater stickleback fish.
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Figure 4: Evidence of widespread indirect selection. (A) Conceptual overview and illus-
tration of our method for connecting LD with indirect/total selection. The schematic
shows that causal variants determine each organism’s expected fitness (e.g., survival
probabilities), and statistical association between SNP genotypes and organismal ex-
pected fitness determine indirect selection based on differences in the marginal fitness
values of (potentially neutral) SNP genotypes. Example plots on the right illustrate
our method. First, we estimate expected fitness from our polygenic, genomic prediction
model. We then estimate the association between each SNP genotype on expected fit-
ness using linear regression (bottom plot). The r2 values for each SNP are then used
as the independent variables in the next analysis where we ask whether they explain
variation in the total selection experienced by each SNP. Panel (B) gives the distribution
of error rates for genomic prediction of individual survival over a series of null models
(gray region), which is compared to the error rate for the fitted model (orange vertical
line). The fitted model outperformed the null models (P < 0.001). Panel (C) shows that
SNPs more strongly associated with expected fitness have a higher posterior probability
of having experienced (indirect) selection. The heatmap depicts the relationship across
the ∼7 million SNPs with individual black points shown in the regions of lowest density.
A best fit line is shown (Pearson correlation = 0.45, r2 = 0.2, P < 0.001). The dashed
line corresponds with an average posterior probability of 0.5 for selection affecting SNPs
in a window.
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Figure 5: Local LD predicts selection and evolution in natural populations. Panel (A)
depicts estimates of selection (total selection, which we equate with indirect selection)
across the genome. Points denote 50 SNP window averages of the log posterior odds that
each SNP experienced selection. The dashed line corresponds to an odds ratio of 1:1.
Windows of high indirect selection based on a hidden Markov model (HMM) are shown
in red. Panel (B) gives mean pairwise LD (measured by r2) in 10 kb windows along the
genome. Windows of high LD based on HMM are shown in red.
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